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XIX-wieczny budynek portowy został nowoczenym domem - Andreas von Einsiedel (31)
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Amber and Thomas Haynes in Old Portsmouth, Hampshire
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Exterior stable doors of renovated 19th century brick home
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Bespoke staircase made by Terrence Wiseman with solid oak finished in walnut wax oil
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Open plan living room with artwork by Pete Codling
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Open plan living room with artwork by Pete Codling
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Open plan renovation with bespoke staircase by Terrence Wiseman
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Open plan renovation with bespoke staircase by Terrence Wiseman
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Open plan renovation with bespoke staircase by Terrence Wiseman
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Whitewashed kitchen with bespoke space-saving cupboard doors
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Bespoke space-saving cupboard doors with cut flowers and herbs
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Bespoke staircase and space-saving cupboard doors by Terrence Wiseman
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Cut flowers on dining table in open plan 19th century renovation
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Cut flowers and framed portraits with dining table
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Assorted fresh herbs  in kitchen with bespoke space-saving cupboard doors
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Assorted fresh herbs in kitchen with bespoke space-saving cupboard doors
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Assorted fresh herbs  with bespoke space-saving cupboard doors
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Double bed with headboard covered in Ariana Parini fabric from the Designers Guild with bed linen from The White Company
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Double bed with headboard covered in Ariana Parini fabric from the Designers Guild with bed linen from The White Company
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Double bed with headboard covered in Ariana Parini fabric from the Designers Guild with bed linen from The White Company
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Double bed with headboard covered in Ariana Parini fabric from the Designers Guild with bed linen from The White Company
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Essence freestanding bath from Pura. in window of en suite bathroom
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Essence freestanding bath from Pura. in window of en suite bathroom
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Essence freestanding bath from Pura. in window of en suite bathroom
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Doorway opening into small garden feature with ferns between glass
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Double bed with wall partition and full length mirror
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Ensuite bathroom with mirrored cabinet and frosted glass door
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Double bed with wall partition and full length mirror
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Amber and Thomas Haynes in Old Portsmouth, Hampshire
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Amber and Thomas Haynes in Old Portsmouth, Hampshire
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Amber and Thomas Haynes in Old Portsmouth, Hampshire
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Amber Haynes in Old Portsmouth, Hampshire
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